I n the site of Gamzigrad – Felix Romuliana thirty-one Roman, crossbow or »bulbous« fibulae (crossbow brooches, Zwiebelknopffibeln)1 have been found. Considering that archaeological explorations on this site have lasted for more then half a century, not a big number of fibulae have been discovered. However, with the exception of those types of finds from large Roman necropolises2, crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad constitute a comprehensive collection from one site in Serbia. The most of them were found in the exactly stratified archaeological units of two horizons of life in Romuliana from the beginning of 4th to the middle of 5th century. Two kinds of analysis of the crossbow fibulae from Romuliana were made: morphological – typological and statigraphical – chronological. Conclusions about the function and production of the crossbow fibulae have been made according the results of these analysis.
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Abstract. – In the site of Gamzigrad – Felix Romuliana 31 crossbow fibulae (Zwiebelknopffibeln) were found. Except the finds from large Roman necropolis, the crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad compose a large collection from one site in Serbia. The most of them were found in the exactly stratified archaeological units of two horizons of life in Romuliana from the beginning of 4th to the middle of 5th century. Two kinds of analysis of the crossbow fibulae from Romuliana were made: morphological – typological and statigraphical – chronological. Conclusions about the function and production of the crossbow fibulae have been made according the results of these analysis.
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In the site of Gamzigrad – Felix Romuliana thirty-one Roman, crossbow or »bulbous« fibulae (crossbow brooches, Zwiebelknopffibeln)1 have been found. Considering that archaeological explorations on this site have lasted for more then half a century, not a big number of fibulae have been discovered. However, with the exception of those types of finds from large Roman necropolises2, crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad constitute a comprehensive collection from one site in Serbia. Furthermore, the majority of these finds originate from the exactly stratified archaeological units, divided into two horizons of life in Romuliana3; the first horizon of construction of the Galerius’ palace, from the beginning of the 4th century; and the second horizon of the Late Roman fortification of Romuliana from the last decades of the 4th and the first half of the 5th century. Even though this type of dating in Roman provinces in present-day Serbia is mostly based on analysis of fibulae from graves4, their chronology also highly depends on finds from reliable archaeological units, from settlements and fortifications, including Romuliana.

Considering the specific function and chronological sensitivity of fibulae type 34, the finds examined in

1 Petković type 34 (Petković 2008 a, 392–467, table 10, map 16, T. LIII–LXXI).
2 The biggest number of crossbow fibulae from one archaeological site in Serbia comes from the necropolises of Viminacium (Pavl, Pavlovich, Micuicuicul 2006; Redzic 2007, 65–73, type XXXVI; Petkovic 2008a, 393; Scaerth-Teppih 2008).

* The article results from the project: Urbanization and Transformation of the City Centres of Civil, Military and Residential Character in the Region of the Roman Provinces Moesia, Pannonia, Dalmatia (no 147001) funded by the Ministry of Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
Plate 1 – 1) Cat. 4, type 34 A 1; 2) Cat. 9, type 34 A 2; 3) Cat. 13, type 34 C 3b; 4) Cat. 20, type 34 D 2; 5) Cat. 22, type 34 D 2; 6) Cat. 25, type 34 D 2; 7) Cat. 27, type 34 D 2; 8) Cat. 28, type 34 D 2

Tabla I – 1) Кат. 4, тип 34 A 1; 2) Кат. 9, тип 34 A 2; 3) Кат. 13, тип 34 C 3b; 4) Кат. 20, тип 34 D 2; 5) Кат. 22, тип 34 D 2; 6) Кат. 25, тип 34 D 2; 7) Кат. 27, тип 34 D 2; 8) Кат. 28, тип 34 D 2
Gamzigrad complete the picture of Romuliana over the significant period of its history, from the end of the 3rd to the end of the 5th century.

Two kinds of analysis of the crossbow fibulae from Romuliana were made: morphological-typological and stratigraphical-chronological. Conclusions about the function and production of the crossbow fibulae have been made according to the results of this analysis. The text is accompanied by a catalogue of analyzed finds.

1.1 MORPHOLOGICAL-TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Seven fibulae type 34 from Gamzigrad belong to an early, A 1 variant (cat. 1–7), characterized by a cylindrical transverse bar, of a circular or polygonal cross-section, pine-shaped plastic knobs on the head and a rectangular, faceted foot, which mildly narrows down at the end (Figs. 1–6, Pl. I, 1).\(^5\)

Variant A 2 (cat. 8–9) differs from the previous one by a simple decoration incised on its bow or foot, occasionally filled with niello (Figs. 7–9, Pl. I, 2). Among the fibulae of this variant there are luxurious ones, such as a golden specimen from Romuliana discovered in a tomb of one of Galerius’ dignitaries (cat. 9, Fig. 8, Pl. I, 2).\(^6\)

Type 34 A fibulae in Serbia mostly come from sites in Pannonia Secunda and the Danube limes of Moesia Prima and Dacia Ripensia (Map 1).

Three fibulae from Gamzigrad belong to the type 34 B (cat. 10–12)\(^7\), characterized by a cylindrical transverse bar, of a circular or polygonal cross-section, occasionally with plated protruberances on both sides of the bow (Figs. 9–10), volutes, (Fig. 11), or bird protomes. There are large plastic knobs on the head in form of fluted pines (Figs. 10–11) or poppy pods (Fig. 9), the bow is of triangular or trapezoidal cross-section and the rectangular foot sometimes narrows at the end. According to the ornaments, the second sub-variant (34 B 2) was identified, with a foot decorated with punched circles or incisions (cat. 10–11, Figs. 9–10) and the third sub-variant (34 B 3), with a foot decorated with an impressed peltae motif (cat. 12, Fig. 11).

Variant B fibulae were often luxuriously crafted, gilded and decorated with niello, especially the last sub-variant, whose foot is decorated with two or three pairs of peltae. On some specimens there are inscriptions with a name of cesar, augustus, or vota and utere felix formulas, representative of propaganda during the rule of Licinius and Constantine I, at the beginning of the 4th century\(^8\).

Type 34 B fibulae in Serbia are present in Pannonia Secunda and Moesia Prima (Singidunum, Viminacium, Horreum Margi), whereas one silver specimen comes from Dardania (Zaskok near Uroševac) (Map 1).

A type 34 A fibula, which belongs to a rare variant of «the imperial fibulae», was found in Gamzigrad.\(^9\) A bow with a transverse bar was hollow-mold cast from bronze, whereas other parts of the fibula, bulbs, foot and cylindrical pin holder were made from tin bronze and applied afterwards. Crossbow fibulae of this type are gilded, whereas punched and/or incised decoration on the bow is usually filled with niello. Type 34 C fibulae have a short, curved bar, plastic knobs shaped as massive bulbs on the head, a wide, short bow and a rectangular foot with a cylindrical pin holder, both of trapezoid cross-sections.

Depending on decoration on the bow and foot the following sub-variants are identified: the first sub-variant (34 C 1) with a bow and foot decorated with a longitudinal strip with a »fir branch« motif; the second sub-variant (34 C 2) with a bow decorated with geometrical (rhombs, circles with inscribed crosses) and vegetable (vine, rosettes) motifs or a »fir branch« motif combined with portrait medallions and/or metopes performed in the niello technique and a rectangular foot, decorated similarly as the bow with an impressed motif of peltae along the edges; the third sub-variant (34 C 3) decorated similarly as the previous, with foot-edges curved by a string of peltae motifs (cat. 13, Figs. 12–13). Among the type 34 C fibulae the most interesting are those with »imperial portraits«, one of which is a specimen from grave 6/06 from the Late Roman necropolis of Romuliana (Figs. 13–15).\(^10\)

Type 34 C fibulae have been found at archaeological sites Sirmium, Singidunum, Viminacium, Idium, Idinum, Dardania from (Zaskok near Uroševac) (Map 1).

4 Besides the aforementioned necropolises of Viminacium, those of Srem, Svilins and Beska are important for dating type 34, as well as the necropolis in Jagodin Mala in Niš (Jovanović 1975; Marijanski-Manojlović 1987; Daunova-Rusevlijan 2003).
5 Keller 1971, 32–35, type 1A, Abb. 11, 1; Pröttel 1988, 349–352, tip 1A, Abb. 1, 3–5; Petković 2008a, 395, type 34 A, T. LIII–LIV.
6 Petkovic 2009, 353, Figs. 8–9.
8 Noll 1974, 226 etc.; Ivanovski 1987, 81–90, Fig. 3, 1; Mirković 1989, 39 etc.; Bach 2001a, 178 etc.; Vasić 2001b, 93 etc.
9 Keller 1971, 41, Type 5, Abb. 11, 12; Pröttel 1988, 364–369, Type 5, Abb. 6; Petkovic 2008a, 397, cat. 1420–1432, T. LIX–LX.
A discovery of three specimens in the hoard of bronze artifacts found in Niš Fortress, stored around 378, as well as finds in graves in Viminacium, from the »Pecine« necropolis, and Late Roman necropolis in Jagodin Maša in Niš, are important for chronological determination of this type of crossbow fibulae in Serbia. Based on the archaeological context, the fibulae can be dated to a period between the second third, and the end of 4th century. In historical context that is the period of dynasties of Roman emperors Constantine I and Valentine I, lasting from the death of Constantine I until the death of Theodosius I, i.e. from 337 to 395.

The largest number of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana, eighteen of them (cat. 14–31), belong to type 34 D 2, characterized by a massive, triangular transversal bar curved on both sides of the bow with volutes or schematized bird protomes, distinct bulb-shaped plastic knobs on the head, a bow of triangular or trapezoid cross-section, decorated along the sides by incisions (Pl. II, 1–7), and a long foot, either trapezoid or rectangular adorned with facets and impressed »eyelets« (Figs. 16–25, Pl. I, 4–8).

Motifs of impressed »eyelets« can be symmetrically distributes along the edge of the foot (Figs. 22–23, Pl. I, 4–5, Pl. II, 11–13) or grouped in pairs at the beginning and the end (Figs. 16–21, Pl. I, 6–8, Pl. II, 8–10). Analysis of different decorative patterns of »eyelets« on feet of this variation of fibulae has not shown any chronological differentiation among them (Table 2). However, there is a possibility that different distribution of »eyelets« had a symbolic value, meaning that the decoration on the
foot marked the rank or branch in the military or administrative hierarchy.

Variant D fibulae stand second in prevalence among crossbow fibulae in Serbia and constitute over a quarter of all type 34 finds, i.e. 23.14%. They are distributed over all Roman provinces in Serbia, both in the Danube limes and further inland. According to analysis of grave units containing finds of this variant of fibulae, mostly from the necropolises in Beška, Svilos and Viminacium, use of type 34 can be limited to a two-decade period: from rise to power of Valentinian I and Valens until the big collapse of the Roman army in the battle of Hadrianopolis, i.e. the start of Theodosius’ I rule.14 Analysis of type 34 D fibulae from Roman provinces on the territory of Bulgaria confirmed the same chronological framework.15 Crossbow fibulae of this variant from Salona have a somewhat broader chronological framework.16

According to the typological analysis of type 34 variants of fibulae from Romuliana, two groups of such finds can be identified.

1. Variants A and B fibulae dated to the Tetrarchic period and the time of Flavian dynasty of Constantine I, mainly around the second half of the 3rd – the first half of 4th century.17

2. Variants C 3 and D 2 fibulae dated to the time of Valentinian dynasty until the battle of Hadrianopolis, or

Map 2. Distribution of the “imperial” crossbow fibulae (type 34, var. C) in Serbia

Карта 2. Распространеносість “царських” кривоображих фібул (ізоль 34, var. C) у Сербії

14 Petković 2008a, 517, table 10, map 16.
16 Ивчев 2000, 149–158, cat. 32–36, T. VI–VIII – the author dates crossbow fibulae of this type from Salona according to the typologies of E. Keller (see Keller 1971, 34–36, Typ 3, Abb. 11, 6–8) and F. M. Pröttel (see Pröttel 1988, 357–359, Type 3/4 A–B, Abb. 4a): one in a 310–340 period, five artifacts in 340–390 and nine in 340–360 period. It can be concluded that the most type 34 D fibulae originate from the middle of 4th century.
17 Finds of type 34 A in Serbia are dated to the time of the First Tetrarchy until the end of joint rule of Lucius and Constantine I, from 293 to 324 AD (Petkovic 2008a, 395, 517, table 10), a type 34 B to the first half of the 4th century (Petkovic 2008a, 396, 517, table 10).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dating of archaeological units</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>material</th>
<th>preservation</th>
<th>dimensions</th>
<th>Archaeological units</th>
<th>Pcs.</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>Chronological groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End of the 3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;-beginning of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 A 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>Western gate?</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 (18.52%)</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; group – end of the 3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt; – beginning of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 A 2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>4, 7 cm</td>
<td>Eastern gate extra muros</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 (11.11%)</td>
<td>8 (29.63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beginning of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 B 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Entrance to the tower XIV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 B 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>7, 5 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last quarter of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 A 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>6, 2 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 (18.52%)</td>
<td>2. group – last quarter of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; – first half of 5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 D 2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 D 3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>fragment</td>
<td>2, 4 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;-beginning of the 5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 C 3 B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>bronze, silver, iron, gilding, niello</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Grave 6/06, extra muros</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (11.11%)</td>
<td>19 (70.37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 D 2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>8, 3 cm</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>bronze, iron</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>8, 3 cm</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last quarter of the 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;–first half of the 5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 D 2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Between tower XIV and the western rampart of the later fortification</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>Palace E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>7, 5 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>6, 7 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the eastern gate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>6, 5 cm</td>
<td>Sector of the «Small Temple»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 D</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>5, 5 cm</td>
<td>Tower 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First half of the 5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; century</td>
<td>34 D 2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>5, 1 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 (14.81%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>whole</td>
<td>8, 5 cm</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>bronze</td>
<td>fragment</td>
<td>4, 8 cm</td>
<td>Tower 19, layer C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>26 (100%)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Chronological table of the types of crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad (Romuliana) according to dated archaeological units

Таблица 1. Хронологична таблица една крстобразна фибула са Гамзиград (Romuliana) 
према визионим археолошким целима
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the beginning of the reign of Theodosius I, mainly during the last third of the 4th century.\textsuperscript{18}

\section*{1.2. STRATIGRAPHICAL-CHRONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS}

Based on the stratigraphy of cultural layers on Gamzigrad and conditions of finds, i.e. archaeological units, the both typological groups of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana have been analyzed (Table 1).

Among the total number of crossbow fibulae (31) only four specimens have not been found in a definite archaeological unit. Those are two type 34 A 1 fibulae, accidental finds from an extra muros area of Galerius’ fortified palace (cat. 6–7), and two type 34 D 2 fibulae, discovered during initial excavation campaigns in Gamzigrad (cat. 15–16). The rest of twenty-seven fibulae mostly come from systematic archaeological excavations in the fortified imperial palace. Several were found during research of a sacral-memorial complex on Magura (two specimens, cat. 4–5) and trench excavations outside the fort’s walls (three specimens, cat. 8–9, 13).

Dating of archaeological units was given in accordance with currently accepted cultural stratigraphy of the archaeological site of Gamzigrad.\textsuperscript{19} Archeological units, explored before the 2002 excavations, were incorporated into the existing stratigraphy of cultural layers, based on documented data from archaeological excavations on this site.\textsuperscript{20} Particularly relevant are the grave finds of two type 34 fibulae, which come from the Late Roman necropolis of Romuliana, explored between 2005 and 2006, south of the fortified palace, because the grave units (the tomb was explored in 2005 and the grave 6/06 in 2006) contained other finds, including money.

The type 34 C 3 specimen decorated with «imperial portraits», found in grave 6/06,\textsuperscript{21} belongs to the second typological group of crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad (cat. No. 13, Figs. 12–15, Pl. I, 3).\textsuperscript{22} A rectangular pit-grave had been dug along the outer side of foundation of the southern rampart of Galerius’ palace, in the area between polygonal towers 13 and 15. The grave is oriented in the west to east direction, and its left (northern) longitudinal line is a part of the foundation of the southern rampart. Even though stratigraphatical situation of this area is not quite clear,\textsuperscript{23} it is certain that the layer from which the grave had been dug was above the foundation zone of the southern rampart, i.e. that the later fortification of Romuliana had already existed at the time of the burial.

An adult man had been buried in an extended position, lying on his back, with arms bent at the elbows and crossed over the stomach.\textsuperscript{24} There was a military belt (cingulum militae) with a bronze buckle laid by the side of his lower left leg, together with a bag made of organic material, either leather or cloth (decomposed), containing his personal belongings which survived: iron metal, flint and seven bronze coins. One coin belonged to the mint-age of Emperor Constans between 340 and 350 AD, whereas the other six were minted during the reign of Emperor Valens, from 357 to 378.\textsuperscript{25}

Analysis of grave finds laid next to the lower left leg of the deceased indicates that the grave should be dated to the last quarter of the 4th century:

The bronze buckle of the military belt had a rectangular plating decorated by faceting, and a spike with the end shaped as a snake’s head, which exceeds its frame. The rectangular frame of the buckle, decorated with incised grooves along its edges and notches on the rims, was fastened on the strap by three rivets. This type of buckle is dated to the last quarter of the 4th or the first half of the 5th century.\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{18} Petković 2008a, 397, table 10. Even though type 34 C fibulae cover a wider chronological span, sub-variant 3, which the specimen from Gamzigrad falls under, whose foot-edges are decorated with a line of peltae, is dated to the Valentinian period.

\textsuperscript{19} See fn. 3. However, it should be taken into account that not all movable finds from years of systematic research have been processed, most importantly, numerous ceramic materials. Publication of a full archaeological database from Gamzigrad should complete, or perhaps, change the present cultural stratigraphy of this multi-layered site.

\textsuperscript{20} Documentation of the Archaeological Institute in Belgrade, Documentation of the National Museum in Zajecar.

\textsuperscript{21} Petković 2009, 266–267, Fig. 41–47; Živić 2009, 284–285, Cat. 50, Pl. X.

\textsuperscript{22} See fn. 18.

\textsuperscript{23} In 1996, layers of rubble waste from the outside area of southern rampart were removed to the assumed level from the period of Galerius’ palace by construction machines. On that occasion solid layer of crumbled waste, made of stone, tegulae fragments and pestled limestone plaster, was formed against the rampart by bulldozers. This 20 cm thick coating forms a recent layer, which closes the pit of grave 6/06. That recent layer was, inaccurately, associated by dr. Gerda von Bülow with the level of construction of southern rampart and digging of a «fortification trench» along its side, and it was concluded that the burial in grave 6/06 is terminus post quem for the construction of later fortification of Romuliana (v. Bülow, Schüler 2009, 236).

\textsuperscript{24} I am grateful to my colleague Dr. Nataša Miladinić-Radmilović for preliminary anamnesis of the deceased.

\textsuperscript{25} Vasić 2009, 313.

The rectangular iron metal was not sufficiently preserved for its type to be precisely established, but together with the flint pointed to the «barbarian» East-German population, whose presence in Dacia Ripensis should not have been expected before the end of the 4th century.  

The numismatic finds suggest the year 367 as terminus ante quem non for the burial in grave 6/06. However, the money was not laid in the grave as a tribute; it was the property of the deceased, which he had carried along in the bag on his belt. Therefore, the last year of mintage is the most probable approximate time of death.

A crossbow fibula was found on the right shoulder of the deceased, foot pointing upwards, in a position used for fastening a military cloak (paludamentum), made of white woolen cloth, judging by the threads preserved on the inner side of the bow and on the corroded iron pin of this brooch. A long rectangular foot was decorated along its rims by an incised string of three pairs of peltae and volutes, on the beginning and the end, and along the middle by an inlaid strip of tin silver with a decoration in niello technique. The entire fibula was gilded except for the silver strip on the foot. In the centre of the decoration on this strip there was a square metope with an «imperial portrait» surrounded by a multiple «fir branch» motif. On the beginning and the end of the bow there were incised rectangular metopes with «imperial portraits», which might have been filled with

27 During the period after the battle of Hadrianopolis 379–381, no later than 383, Theodosius I gave receptio to groups of «barbarians», Goths, Huns, Alans in diocese of Dacia (Burns 1994, 43–72).
28 Burial in the grave 6/06 along the southern rampart can be dated to a period after the battle of Hadrianopolis, in time of conflict with «barbarians» on the territory of Dacia Ripensis (see fn. 27).
Crossbow fibulae, embellished with portraits were a sign of military and official honor. They were presented personally by the emperor during the state holidays (\textit{dies imperii}) and the ruler’s anniversaries (\textit{vota}). They were manufactured in imperial workshops, which traveled throughout the empire together with the emperor.\footnote{Laur-Belart 1959, 68; Keller 1971, 44; Јовановић 1976, 48–49; Migotti 2008, 61–67.}

Earlier, the fibulae of this type had been interpreted as means of propaganda for the Flavian dynasty of Constantine I and his heirs.\footnote{Laur-Belart 1959, 64; Keller 1971, 44; Јовановић 1976, 48–49; Migotti 2008, 61–67.} Dr. Branka Migotti concluded, in her monography dedicated to these types of finds, that after considering all known theories of portrait interpreting on type 34 C fibulae, it was impossible to give their definite interpretation.\footnote{Migotti 2008, 16–22.} In a new study of these fibulae, after analyzing their ornaments, Dr. Ivana Popović asserts that medallions with portraits (\textit{imagines cliptae}) represent one of the favorite motifs of the Late Roman style, witnessed in mosaics, frescos, silverware and glassware, luxurious belt sets, and objects made of ivory. According to the author, the portraits represent allegories and lesser deities.\footnote{Popović 2009a, 108–106.} However, it is unlikely that the portraits on the official fibulae, manufactured at imperial workshops, had a simple decorative character; especially if other decorative motifs, connected with the cult of Dionysus (fir branch, vine, ivy leaf), or early Christian symbols (cross and Christogram) are taken into account. I assume that ornaments on type 34 C 3 fibulae carried an explicit ideological and political message of their time, the meaning of which eludes us over a distance of millennium and a half.

A specimen from the village of Kolariči in Bulgaria is interesting in terms of portrait interpretation. On the end of a foot, whose edges have been lined with peltae, or more precisely on the pin holder of trapezoidal cross-section, there was only one engraved portrait.\footnote{Иванов 1972, 21, Fig. 15 – author regards this portrait as divinized representation of Constantine I.} A ¾ profile of a man was shown, turned to his left, wearing a pageboy haircut and a military overcoat (\textit{paludamentum}), fastened by a flat, discoid fibula on the right shoulder, framed on both sides by leafy vines. As mentioned before, the decoration in form of incised pairs of peltae on the foot of this fibula, as well as on the specimen found in Gamzigrad, is no older than the last third of the 4th century.\footnote{Jeremić 2006, 52, Abb. 8–9.} It can be concluded that the individual was an emperor considering the circular, plate fibula shown on his right shoulder.\footnote{Поповић 2010a, 150–151, Fig. 3.} In that case, »the emperor« shown on the fibula from Kolariči ruled alone. That could have been the depiction of Julian the Apostate (361–363.), from the second half of the 4th century, whereas the Dionysian motive of vine is understandable in the context of pagan restoration attempt during his short rule. An almost identical portrait was shown in a rectangular metope on the foot of the fibula from Gamzigrad, decorated along its length by a motif of a double »fir branch«. On the beginning and the end of the bow there were two more portraits in rectangular metopes, and there were three visible circular medallions with crossing lines (Christograms?), which further complicate the interpretation by suggesting Christian symbolism.\footnote{Поповић 2010a, 150–151, Fig. 3.}

Finally, it is possible that portraits on type 34 C 3 fibulae are cult depictions (Dionysus, allegories and/or personification, Christ, the Apostles). Combinations of pagan and Christian iconographic symbols that appear on this type of fibulae are common in the 4th century, during the establishment of Christianity and intensive Christological debates. Equally, medallions and metopes with portraits on these fibulae represent divinized portraits of reigning emperors or deceased rulers of the same dynasty. That is suggested by nimbuses on some of the portraits.\footnote{Jeremić 2006, 52, Abb. 8–9.} Dionysus shown on the mosaic floor of Triclinium of Palace I of Romuliana, who can probably be identified with a divinized emperor, also has a blue nimbus, as well as analog depictions on third-century mosaics that could have been a model for this motif.\footnote{Поповић 2010a, 150–151, Fig. 3.} Likewise, Constantine I solidi, minted in 316/317 in Ticinum and Siscia, show an emperor with nimbus as \textit{Sol Invictus}.\footnote{Поповић 2010a, 150–151, Fig. 3.} In any case, a nimbus can be understood as...
a sign of divinization. Furthermore, the imitatio deorum motif is frequent on portraits of Roman emperors shown on objects used as means of political propaganda, such as money and jewelry.42

Judging by the manner of production of fibula from grave 6/06 from Gamzigrad, decorations with multiple, incised peltae on the foot, as well as the style of depicted »imperial portraits«, I assume that it was made during the last third of the 4th century.43 In case the fibula was made in one of the imperial workshops so that it would be presented during a special occasion, and if the portraits represented emperors of the Valentinian dynasty, two possibilities occur: that the depicted emperors were Valentinian I, Valens and Gratian, if the fibula was made in honor of Gratian’s ascension to the throne in 367, or that it was Valens, Gratian and Valentinian II shown in the metopes, if the reason was that the latter was promoted to Caesar.

Two typological groups of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana generally fit into two chronological groups of these finds, determined by analysis of archaeological context they were found in (Table 1).44

Two chronological groups of type 34 fibulae in Gamzigrad are:

– a group of crossbow fibulae dated between the end of 3rd to the beginning of the 4th century;

– a group of crossbow fibulae dated between the last quarter of the 4th to the first half of the 5th century.

The first chronological group is made from fibulae of the first typological group, discovered in the archaeological units dated between the last decades of the 3rd and the first quarter of the 4th century: types 34 A 1, 34 A 2, 34 B 2 and 34 B 3 (cat. 1, 4–5, 8–12).

The second chronological group contains fibulae of type 34 D 2 (cat. 14–28), i.e. type 34 D (cat. 29–31), dated to the last third of the 4th century, one type 34 C 3 b fibula from a grave dating between the end of 4th to the beginning of the 5th century (cat. 13), and two earlier specimens of type 34 A 1, discovered in Tower 19 (cat. 2–3). It is possible that a certain percentage of earlier types of crossbow fibulae (11.11% in Gamzigrad) were found in later archaeological units, because those objects symbolized status in the public service, army or administration, and they were awarded for certain merits,45 so their owners kept and worn them for years. It was common to be buried with them,46 as well as showing them on sarcophagi, stelae or frescoes in tombs, wearing a crossbow fibula on the right shoulder (Fig. 26). Likewise, high-ranking officials and military leaders were shown on artistic depictions wearing crossbow fibulae on the right shoulder, like on Teodosius’ obelisk in Constantinople, or on ivory diptychs, like The Diptych of Stilicho from Monza and diptychs from Louvre and Berlin.48

The prevalence of fibulae of second chronological group in relation to dated archaeological units is interesting. In archaeological units dated to the last quarter of the 4th century, five fibulae were discovered (18.52%), three fibulae in units dated between the end of the 5th century and the beginning of the 5th century (11.11%), 7 fibulae from units from between last quarter of the 4th to the first half of the 5th century (25.93%) and four fibulae in units from the first half of the 5th century (18.81%). This ratio points to the fact that the largest number of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana belong to the horizon of settlements which appeared after the abandonment of construction of the imperial palace, in the last third of the 4th century, and that they were equally discovered in units from the last quarter of the 4th and first half of the 5th century. I stress that fibulae of the second chronological group are absent in archaeological units from the end of the 3rd to the beginning of the 4th century (Table 1).

Until today, no crossbow fibulae have been found in archaeological units dating from the 6th and the beginning of the 7th century in Gamzigrad. In addition to that, I emphasize that the Early Byzantine horizon of Romuliana, which spans between the end of the 5th and the end of the 6th/beginning of the 7th century, contains ample archaeological finds, including bronze and iron fibulae.

42 Petković 2001, 377 etc.
44 By archaeological context I imply stratigraphy of cultural layers and layers of life, which refers to a location of each fibula, possible closed unit (grave, pit, stove etc.) and analysis of other archaeological finds from that unit. In horizons of Late Roman Romuliana, most of the cultural layers also represent closed units, because they are situated between two undisturbed levels (floors of limestone plaster or firmly packed earth). Besides that, the majority of layers of life perished in fire, so they are sealed with conflagration layer of burned soil, carbonated wood, soot and ash (Ivanić 2004, 127–153; Petkovic 2006, 29–45; Petković 2008c, 61–63; Petković 2008d, 64–67).
46 Hence the most of known crossbow fibulae from Serbia comes from necropolises (see fn. 2 and 4).
47 Zahbelicky 1980, 1101–1103, cat. 1, cat. 4, cat. 5; Theune-Grosskopf 1995, 83–87; Abb. 55, Abb. 59; Ivanić 2001, 165, Fig. 1; Jovanović 2007, 112–113, Figs. 15, 6; Pop-Lazić, 166–167, Fig. 7.
2. CONCLUSION: FUNCTION, PRODUCTION AND WORKSHOPS

The collection of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana facilitates the functional determination of these kinds of finds. Due to uniqueness of the multi layer settlement on Gamzigrad it was possible to follow the development of this type of fibulae.

The earliest specimen belongs to the early 34 A 1 variant, which developed from hinge T–fibulae. They were discovered in appropriate archaeological units of the Tetrarchic period: in the area of a consecrative-memorial complex on Magura (cat. 4–5), in a tomb explored in 2005 south of the fortified palace (cat. 9) as well as in the earliest layers at the location of eastern and western gate of the later fortification (cat. 1 and 8).

The fibulae from Magura and the golden specimen from the tomb are of special importance, because they were discovered together with money and other artifacts, precisely dated to the beginning of the 3rd and the beginning of the 4th century. Since no type 34 fibulae had been found in archaeological units of the horizon of the earlier Roman settlement, which had existed before construction of the imperial palace in the 3rd century, I assume that the beginning of their use can be dated to the transition from the 3rd to the 4th century. Historically speaking, it is a time of the First Tetrarchy (293–305), when administrative and military reforms took place besides other Diocletian’s reforms of the Roman Empire. The collection of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana clearly indicates the connection with the reforms mentioned previously. This type of fibulae had been carried by the members of imperial administration and military as a sign of rank and status. Golden and silver specimens of crossbow fibulae, characteristic for the period of the First Tetrarchy, had been presented by the emperor personally, and had been a sign of high-ranking in military and administrative hierarchy. At this time the emperors also wear crossbow fibulae as a sign of rank, as can be seen on the depiction of Galerius on a relief on a triumphal arch in Salonika, and some sculptural depictions of Tetrarchs.

In archaeological units dated to the beginning of the 4th century, which originate from the time of construction of the imperial palace, three bronze type 34 B fibulae, characteristic for the first half of the 4th century (cat. 10–12) were found. This type of crossbow fibulae had been manufactured during the reign of Constantine I and his dynasty. Specimens from Gamzigrad show that their production could have begun during the first decade of the 4th century, at the time of the Second Tetrarchy and civil wars between Constantine and Maxentius. A find which speaks in favor of this theory comes from a burial in a tomb in Generala Ždanova street No. 11 in Belgrade (Singidunum). An adult man was buried with a type 34 B 1 fibula, together with Maximianus Hercules’ and Galerius’ money from 295–296, and six Diocletian’s coins minted between 295–298.

Even though type 34 B fibulae from Romuliana are of modest design, similar crossbow fibulae of luxurious design appear in Serbia, gilded, silver or decorated with niello, especially a sub-variant with an ornament on the foot which consists of two or three pairs of punched peltae (Type 34 B 3). Luxurious specimens of type 34 B were mostly found in provinces of Pannonia II and Moesia I in Dardania, one gilded fibula, which originated from Naissus, and a silver one from a burial of Late Roman necropolis on the site of Zaskok near Uroševac (Map 1). They could have been produced at the imperial workshop in Trier, considering that this type of luxurious fibulae had been the means of Constantine’s political propaganda since 306 when he was declared emperor. In that case, the number of them found in Pannonia Secunda and Moesia Prima could testify about Constantine’s territorial ambitions towards Illyricum, until the decisive victory over Licinius at Cibalae in 316. At the same time, early type 34 A–B of crossbow fibulae, as well as other artifacts from precious metal had

49 Petković 2009, 253–261, Figs. 8–9, 12; Vasić 2009, 309; Popović 2009b; Borić-Brešković 2009; Popović 2010b, 156–158, Fig. 131.
50 Petković 2010a.
52 Diaconescu 1999, 205–217, Abb. 1, 1–2, Abb. 2, 1, Abb. 4, 3, etc.
54 The later fortification of Romuliana, or representative ramparts and towers of Galerius’ palace, were erected at the beginning of the 4th century, but they were not finished (Penteković 2004, 134–140, Fig. 8, T. IX, 1–2; Petković 2006, 32, 40, Fig. 4). Construction of the imperial palace was abandoned no later than 316, when Constantine I won the battle over Licinius on the Cibalae and overtook his territory in the western Illyricum (Vasić 2008, 12–13).
55 Petković 2008a, 396, 517, table 10.
58 This type of luxurious fibulae, decorated with pairs of peltae on the foot, were dated between 308/9 and 321/2 by Dr. Miloje Vasić (Bacic 2001a, 180–191). The same author thinks that this type of fibulae of luxurious design, with inscriptions dedicated to Maximian Hercules and Constantine I, was manufactured in short period between years 306 and 316 (Bacic 2001b, 93–105).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cat. No.</th>
<th>Decorative motif on the bow of fibula</th>
<th>Decorative motif on the foot of fibula</th>
<th>Archaeological unit</th>
<th>dating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 a</td>
<td>Tower 19, segment III, layer E</td>
<td>Last quarter of the 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tower 19, segment III, layer E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Between tower XIV and the western rampart of the later fortification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sektor palate I.</td>
<td>Last quarter of the 4th – first half of the 5th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sector of the «Big Temple»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sector of the eastern gate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4a</td>
<td>Sector of the «Small Temple»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>Tower 19, segment II, layer E</td>
<td>End of the 4th–beginning of the 5th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sector of Thermae, layer D, house 1/07</td>
<td>First half of the 5th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No data on archaeological unit</td>
<td>No data on dating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Decorative motifs on bows of type 34 D crossbow fibulae:**

1. Longitudinal groove with transverse notches (T. II, 1)
2. Longitudinal groove with diagonal notches (T. II, 2)
3. «Fir branch» (T. II, 3)
4a. Braid (T. II, 4)
4b. Braid with a longitudinal line of impressed rhombs (T. II, 5)
5. Longitudinal groove with a line of impressed peltae (T. II, 6)
6. Longitudinal line of lying S spirals (T. II, 7)

**Decorative motifs on feet of type 34 D crossbow fibulae:**

1. At the beginning of the foot 1, – at the end 2 pairs of «eyelets» (T. II, 8)
2. At the beginning and the end 2 pairs of «eyelets» (T. II, 9)
3. At the beginning the foot 2 – at the end 3 pairs of «eyelets» (T. II, 10)
4a. Along each rim of the foot a line of «eyelets» (T. II, 11)
4b. Along each rim of the foot a line of «eyelets» connected by a tangent into a flowing spiral (T. II, 12)
5. Along each rim of the foot a line of alternately impressed circles and triangles (T. II, 13)

*Table 2. Table of the ornamental motives of crossbow fibulae of type 34 D 2 from Gamzigrad (Romuliana)*

*Таблица 2. Тabela украшних мотива крснобразних фибула из Гамзиград (Romuliana)*
been produced in workshops in Sirmium and Naissus, for the sake of Licinius’ propaganda.59

Based on all cited examples, I assume that type 34 A and 34 B fibulae had been worn by members of the imperial army and administration, according to clearly established rules that resulted from Diocletian’s reforms.

On the other hand, that is not the case for the most numerous group of crossbow fibulae from Gamzigrad, type 34 D 2. The archaeological context, a broad chronological span, ranging from the end of the 4th until the end of the 5th century, of units where different decorative motifs were discovered, do not suggest a clearly defined official character of these fibulae. The attempt of classification and analysis of decorations incised on the bow or foot of type 34 D 2 specimens from Romuliana, do not lead to specific conclusions about their function (Pl. II, Table 2). They had been worn probably by members of military units stationed at the fortification of Romuliana. I assume that those were smaller squads of light cavalry auxiliary units.60 A question remains whether these fibulae were a mark of army rank, or an army branch, or were they awarded for special merits.

The already mentioned, luxurious type 34 C 3 fibula from grave 6/06 represents an antithesis to numerous specimens of type 34 D 2. Crafted at an imperial workshop in the last third of the 4th century, and presented on a special occasion, it definitely testifies to a promotion of a person it had been given to. In that sense, this fibula represents the ornatus, but from the moment of donation it also marks a high status of its owner (ornamentum dignitatis). The owner of this fibula, buried along the foundation of the southern rampart of Romuliana, was a high-ranking official of the Roman Army, or perhaps a commander of the squad stationed in Gamzigrad.

Workshops in which crossbow fibulae from Romuliana were crafted can be identified according to their official character. Luxurious specimens (cat. 9 and 13) were manufactured at imperial workshops, most likely in Naissus or Sirmium.61 Early type 34 A and 34 B fibulae are also presumed to have been produced in imperial workshops, which were state controlled production facilities, like weapons production factories, fabricae. Except in Horreum Margi,62 such workshops had to have existed in cities near legionary camps, Singidunum and Viminacium.

Comparison of finds of the first and second chronological group of crossbow fibulae from Romuliana leads to the conclusion that their function evolved from a role of strictly established marks of rank in the army and administration, to decorations awarded on different occasions for contributions to the imperial service. In those terms, it is interesting to consider the possibility of forging type 34 D crossbow fibulae, suggested by the poor production of some specimens from Romuliana (Figs. 18–20, Figs. 18–20, Figs. 23–24).63 as well as exuberant decorations on others, which is a sign of »barbarian taste« (Fig. 20, Fig. 24, T. I, 7–8, PL. II, 4–6, 12).64 This begs the thought that type 34 D 2 crossbow fibulae were manufactured at local workshops, perhaps within a local army unit, exclusively for its needs. It explains the poor design quality of some artifacts, or too many decorations on others, with use of a large number of techniques and motifs (incising, punching, impressing). Namely, the craftsman was a member of a local army unit, probably of »barbarian« origin, with a limited skill and knowledge of metallurgy. However, the meaning of crossbow fibulae remains the same from the end of the 3rd to the middle of the 5th century: they are symbols of engagement in state, i.e. imperial service. The person carrying a crossbow fibula works in service and under the patronage of the Roman Empire and the emperor himself, regardless of whether they are a member of administration, the army, or a group of »barbarians« bound to the Empire by a contract. (receptio, foedus).65

The lack of type 34 fibulae in the sixth-century Romuliana contradicts the opinion that crossbow fibulae had been worn by members of the army, and administrative elite of Justinian’s era.66 This view is based on artistic depictions of Emperor Justinian I and Empress Theodora with their escort, on mosaics in the San Vitale basilica in Ravenna, in which dignitaries wear robes (chlamys) fastened on the right shoulder by this type of

60 Поповић 1999, 227–228; Петковић 2008b, 361–363; Перкович 2010, 195, Fig. 168.
61 About the official character of workshops for manufacturing items from precious metals see: Поповић 1997; Поповић 2002; Поповић 2008.
62 Weapon workshop in Horreum Margi, present-day Ćuprija, was listed in document Notitia dignitatum (Not. dign., or. XI, 39.)
63 It appears as if some fibulae were cast in molds, made by according to the »original« such as cat. nos. 16–18, 24–25, 27–28.
64 Bows of some fibulae were extensively decorated by combinations of different geometrical motifs: grooves with transverse and slanting notches, wave patterns, braids, spirals, circles, »eyelets«, rhombics. This crowded decoration fills the entire visible surface of the bow (horror vacui) and has the same attributes of the rustic, »barbarian« style, most likely transferred from textile.
65 About luxurious specimens of early crossbow fibulae, as a status symbols of members of local elite outside the territory of Roman empire see: Werner 1989; Diaconescu 1999, 203–217.
fibiae. On the mosaic of the basilica of San Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna from the first quarter of the 6th century, in the scene of Trial of Christ, Pilate was depicted with an army cloak fastened by a crossbow fibula on the right shoulder.67 Crossbow fibula also appears on the depiction of St. Theodore on a mosaic in the church of St. Cosmas and Damiani in Rome, which dates to the first half of the 6th century.68 Likewise, on a fresco in the catacombs of San Gennaro in Naples, dated according to stylistic characteristics to the beginning of the 6th century, an individual by the name of Theoctenus is shown with a type 34 fibula on his right shoulder.69

Later depictions of crossbow fibulae from the 7th century are also well known. On the Mother of God icon from the Monastery of St. Catherine on the Sinai, dated between the end of the 6th and the beginning of the 7th century, St. Theodore and St. George are shown in chlamys with crossbow fibulae on the right shoulders.70 In one 6th–7th century Sinai icon, kept in the Kiev Lavra, Sts. Sergius and Bacchus are shown with robes fastened on the right shoulder with rudimentary crossbow fibulae, reduced to three »bulbs«.71 At the 7th century basilica of St. Dimitrius in Salonika, this saint was depicted as a »holy warrior«, with a cloak fastened on the right shoulder with a crossbow fibula.72

I regard the artistic representation of crossbow fibulae on Early Byzantine monuments of the 6th and 7th centuries as a mere traditional depiction of clothing of emperors, court and army dignitaries, as well as Christian saints during the Late Roman period, in the 4th and the 5th century. This traditionalism in the Late Roman art had been canonized in Early Byzantine period, in the 6th and 7th centuries. Besides that, the above mentioned artistic testimonies display massive gold plated fibulae with a long foot, decorated with incised pairs of peltae, known as fibulae type Keller/Pröttel 6,73 or luxurious golden crossbow fibulae with a long foot ornamented by Christian symbols in opus interrasile technique, type Pröttel 7.74 Both types are dated to the 5th century and rarely appeared on the territory of the Eastern Roman Empire.75

Five fibulae type Keller/Pröttel 6 are known to have been found on the territory of Serbia (Petković type 34 F), in three sites; one in Singidunum, three from Viminacium and one from the fortification Ravna (Camposa) on the Danube.76 Two of them are particularly important for the chronology of this type in Serbia. They come from graves G–851 and G–1033 from the Viminacium necropolis of Pecine.77 In the first grave (G–851), which contained dislocated bones of two deceased,78 besides a type 34 F fibula, a bronze military belt buckle was discovered, with a rectangular plating and a B-shaped frame with a spike that exceeds it, and money from the Constantine I, Constantine II and Constancius II period, minted between 335/6 and 361.79 In the other grave (G–1033) a type 34 F crossbow fibula was found on the right shoulder of a (male ?) deceased; parts of a silver military belt were found near the pelvis, with a buckle of the same type as in the previous grave, rectangular plating and a glass cup placed above the head as a tribute.80 A bow and foot of this fibula are decorated longitudinally with a »fir branch« motif, and circles with crosses inscribed, whereas at the end of the foot, or more exactly on the trapezoid pin holder, there was a ¾ male portrait, facing to his right, incised in the circular medallion.81 Even though it belongs to the 5th century variant, the fibula from grave G–1033 resembles the find from the Bulgarian village of Kolacci in regards of decoration, it can be concluded that it is an early specimen of type 34 F.82 According to the analyses of money and parts of belt sets,83 burials in graves G–851 and G–1033 can be dated to the last third of the 4th – first half of the 5th century.84 Therefore, I assume that crossbow fibulae in Roman provinces in present-day Serbia had been in use until no later than mid-5th century, i.e. until the fall of the Danube limes between 441 and 443.

---

67 Zahbelicky 1980, 1105, cat. 11.
69 Zahbelicky 1980, 1108, cat. 10; Pröttel 1988, 370, Abb. 9.
70 Theune-Grosskopf 1995, 105, Abb. 76.
72 Zahbelicky 1980, 1106, Kat. 15.
77 Petkovic 2008a, 465, kat. 1676–1677, T. LXXI, 1–2; Cracanh-Typhn 2008, 419–423, Cn. 8–9, T. 1, 5–6.
78 Cracanh-Typhn 2008, 422.
79 I am grateful to dr. Mirjana Arsenijevic, who processed the numismatic material from the necropolises of Viminacium when she was working in the Archaeological institute in Belgrade.
81 Cracanh-Typhn 2008, Cn. 8.1.
82 See fns. 35 and 36.
83 Cracanh-Typhn 2008, Cn. 8.2, Cn. 9.2.
84 Tejral 1997, 323–328, Abb. 1, 2, 6, 11, 7, Abb. 2, 3–5, 10–11.
The question arises as to whether some other types had overtaken the official role, or the function of crossbow fibulae, after the restoration of the Danube limes and border provinces in Lower Danube in the 5th century (Moesia I, Dacia Ripensis, Moesia II). For now, without the typological, chronological and functional analysis of Early Byzantine crossbow fibulae from the region mentioned above, it is impossible to give an answer to this question, despite the indications that some types with an incised cross, Christian inscriptions and schematic portraits of emperors and saints, could have marked the status in the clerical hierarchy or the Roman army. I observe that the Early Byzantine fibulae decorated in such a way have been found in horizon of life from the 6th – the beginning of the 7th century in Romuliana.

3. CATALOGUE

3.1 Type 34, variant A

1. The western gate (?). National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/272. Type 34 A 1. Bronze. Dim: 7 cm. Pin is missing. Fluted bar. Pine-shaped knobs on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross section. Faceted, rectangular foot narrows at the end. Published: Janković 1983 a, cat. 84. DD: the last quarter of the 4th century. (Fig. 1)

2. Tower 19, segment II, layer E. National Museum in Zaječar, C 733/02. Type 34 A 1. Bronze. Dim: 5 cm. Pin is missing, and the foot is damaged. Fluted bar. Fluted pine shaped knobs on a double annular shaped base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with an incised wave pattern. A rectangular foot narrows at the end, faceted. Unpublished. DD: last quarter of 4th century. (Fig. 2)

3. Tower 19, segment II, layer E. National Museum in Zaječar, C 733/02. Type 34 A 1. Bronze. Dim: 5 cm. Pin is missing, and the foot is damaged. Fluted bar. Fluted pine shaped knobs on a double annular shaped base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with an incised wave pattern. A rectangular foot narrows at the end, faceted. Unpublished. DD: last quarter of 4th century. (Fig. 3)


---


9. Extra muros, tomb east of fortification. National Museum in Zaječar, C 1137/05. Type 34 A 2. Gold, bronze. Dim: 5.9 cm. Bronze pin missing. Fluted bar. Pine-shaped knobs with a groove in the middle fitted with a ring made of granulated gold wire. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a strip with transverse notches. There is a groove between the foot and the bow fitted with a ring made of granulated gold wire. Rectangular foot narrows at the end, longitudinally decorated similarly as the bow and faceted at the beginning and the end. DD: the end of 3rd and the beginning of the 4th century. Published: Petković 2009, p. 253, Figs. 8–9; Živić 2009, p. 278, Cat. 4, Pl. IIa. (Fig. 8, T. I, 2)
3.2. Type 34, Variant B

10. Entrance to tower XIV. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/581. Type 34 B 2. Bronze. Dim: 8 cm. Pin is missing, foot is broken. Large knobs shaped like poppy pods on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section. Long rectangular foot faceted and decorated with one or two pairs of circles. Published: Janković 1983 a, 114. cat. 83, DD: the beginning of the 4th century (Fig. 9)

11. Sector of »the Big temple«. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/599. Type 34 B 3. Bronze. Dim: 7.5 cm. Pin is missing as well as part of the bar with one bulb. Large fluted bulbs on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section decorated with transverse incisions. Long rectangular foot faceted and decorated with a pair of peltae at the beginning and the end. The end of foot is curved. Published: Živić 2003, cat. 416. DD: the beginning of the 4th century. (Fig. 11)

3.3. Type 34, Variant C

12. Sector of »the Big temple«. National Museum in Zaječar, C 81 e/06. Type 34 C 3 b. Bronze, gold, silver, iron. Dim: 8 cm. Iron pin and bulbs of tin bronze are damaged. Large, distinct bulbs shaped by hammering from thin tin bronze. Wide, hollow cast, short bow of trapezoidal cross-section, with a massive curved traverse bar. Longitudinally decorated with a strip done in niello technique: alternately placed circles with inscribed crossing lines (christogram?), and rhombs with vines; at the beginning and the end of the bow there are square spaces, metopes with depictions of male busts. At the beginning of the bow, a face in en face position was de-
picted, dressed in furnished clothes (a toga?), with a wide hat or a nimbus around their head. A person’s ¾ profile facing to his left is shown at the end of the bow, wearing pageboy hairstyle and a paludamentum fastened by a circular plate fibula on the right shoulder. A long rectangular foot, with edges cut (hemstitched) with three pairs of carved peltae and volutes (at the beginning and the end), is longitudinally decorated with an inserted tin silver strip, with a double motif of fir branch in niello technique. There is a square metope in the middle of the foot, with a male ¾ portrait facing to his left crafted in niello technique. The depiction is the same as the one at the beginning of the bow, only better crafted. Cylindrical pin holder of trapezoidal cross-section is made of tin silver. Published: Petković 2009, 266–267, Figs. 46–47; Živić 2009, 285, Cat. 50e, Pl. X, 50e. DD: the end of 4th – beginning of 5th century. (Fig. 12–15, Pl. I, 3)

3.4. Variant 34 D

14. Between Tower 14 and western rampart of the younger fortification. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/206. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 8 cm. A pin and part of the bar with one bulb is missing. Large, distinct bulbs. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a »fir branch« motif, and with a pseudo filigree on the border with the foot. A rectangular foot longitudinally decorated with two grooves, faceted on the beginning and the end with one and two pairs of »eyelets«. Unpublished. DD: the last quarter of the 4th – the first half of 5th century. (Fig. 16)

Fig. 16. Cat. 14, type 34 D 2
Сл. 16. Кат. 14, тип 34 D 2

15. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/462. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 5 cm. A pin is missing together with a part of the bar with a bulb and the middle bulb, the foot is damaged. Large, distinct bulbs on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with
a strip with slanting incisions. Long trapezoidal foot longitudinally decorated similarly as the bow, faceted and embellished at the beginning and the end with one and two (?) pairs of «eyelets». Unpublished. (Fig. 17)

16. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/480. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 7.8 cm. Head and pin missing. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a strip with diagonal incisions, and with pseudo filigree on the border with the foot. Long trapezoidal foot longitudinally decorated similarly as the bow, faceted and decorated at the beginning and the end with two and three pairs of «eyelets». Unpublished (Fig. 18)

17. Sector of Palace I. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/591. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 7.5 cm. A pin is missing as well as a part of the bar with one bulb and the middle bulb. Large, distinct bulbs on a pseudo filigree base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a strip, rimmed by pseudo filigree, with an incised braid, and pseudo filigree on the border with a foot. Long trapezoidal foot longitudinally decorated with a strip with an incised «fir branch» motif. Faceted and decorated on the beginning and the end with two and three pairs of «eyes». Published: Živić 2003, cat. 425. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century. (Fig. 19)

18. Sector of Palace I. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/591. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 7.5 cm. A pin is missing as a part of the bar with one bulb and the middle bulb. Large, distinct bulbs on a pseudo filigree base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a strip, rimmed by pseudo filigree, with an incised braid, and pseudo filigree on the border with a foot. Long trapezoidal foot longitudinally decorated with a strip with an incised «fir branch» motif. Faceted and decorated on the beginning and the end with two and three pairs of «eyes». Published: Živić 2003, cat. 425. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century. (Fig. 20)

19. Sector of »the Big temple«. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/652. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 8 cm. A pin is missing and a middle bulb. Large distinct bulbs. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a groove with transverse incisions, at the end by pseudo filigree. Long rectangular foot longitudinally decorated with two grooves, at the beginning and the end facetted and decorated with two pairs of circles. Published: Živić 2003, cat. 417. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century. (Fig. 21)

notches. Unpublished. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century. (T. I, 4)

21. Sector of »the Small temple«. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/1506. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 6.5 cm. Pin and middle bulb missing. Large, distinct bulbs on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with three grooves and transverse notches. Long rectangular foot with serrated end longitudinally decorated with a groove, and along its rims with an array of seven »eyelets«. Published: Živić, cat. 419. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century. (Fig. 22)


25. Sector of Thermae, layer E. National Museum in Zaječar, C 593/05. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 8.3 cm. Pin is missing. Large, distinct bulbs. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with two punched lines and a groove with transverse lines in the middle. Long trapezoidal foot longitudinally decorated the same way as the bow, faceted at the beginning and the end ornamented with two and three pairs of »eyelets«. Unpublished. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century.


27. Sector of Thermae, layer D, house 1/07. National Museum in Zaječar. C 357/07. Type 34 D 2. Bronze. Dim: 8.5 cm. Pin is missing. Large, distinct bulbs. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with an engraved braid with an array of impressed rhombi in the middle. Long trapezoidal foot has two grooves at the middle, and it is faceted at the beginning and the end with two and three pairs of »eyelets«. Unpublished. DD: the first half of the 5th century.
28. Sector of Thermae, layer E. National Museum in Zaječar, C 448/07. Type 34 D 2. Bronze, iron. Dim: 8.3 cm. Iron pin is damaged. Large, distinct bulbs, with base decorated with pseudo filigree. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section, longitudinally decorated with an array of laid S spirals. Long rectangular foot has two grooves along the middle, faceted at the beginning and the end and ornamented with two and three pairs of »eyelets». Unpublished. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century

29. National Museum in Zaječar, inv. G/1576, 1995 Type 34 D. Bronze. Dim: 5.5 cm. Middle bulb is missing, foot is broken. Large, distinct bulbs on an annular base. Bow of trapezoidal cross-section longitudinally decorated with a strip with an engraved »fir branch« motif. Published: Živić 2003, cat. 420. DD: the last quarter of 4th – the first half of 5th century (Fig.25)


86 Large portion of the fibula was damaged during conservation, but the drawing in a terrain inventory (C 77/05) shows that the fibula had a long, rectangular, faceted foot with an incised decoration (?).
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Sofija PETKOVIĆ, Crossbow Fibulae from Gamzigrad (Romuliana) (111–136)
Извлачење из текста:
Крстообразне фибуле са Гамзиграда (ROMULIANA)

Кључне речи: - Касна антика, тетархија, Гамзиград, Felix Romuliana, крстообразне фибуле, типологија фибуле, функција фибуле, производња фибуле.

На налазишту Гамзиград – Felix Romuliana до сада је откривена тридесететиња крстообразна или „кулувачка“ фибула (Crossbow Brooches, Zwiebelknopffibeln). Изузимајући налазе са римских некропола, крстообразне фибуле са Гамзиграда чине обиман узорак са једног налазишта у Србији. Већина ових фибула потиче из јасно стратифицираних археолошких целина, опредељених у два хоризонта живота у Ромулјани: 1. хоризонт изградње Галеријеве палате с почетка IV века и 2. хоризонт касноантичког утврђених насеља из последњих деценија IV и прве половине V века.

Крстообразне фибуле из Ромулјаније анализирани су на два начина: формално-типолошки и стратиграфско-хронолошки. На основу наведене анализе дати су закључци о начинао функцији и производу. Текст је пропраћен кatalogом налаза анализираних у тексту.

Седам фибула типа 34 са Гамзиграда припада раној варијанти А 1 (кат. 1–7, сл. 1–6, Т. I, 1). Варијанта А 2 (кат. 8–9) разликује се од претходне једноставним урезаним украсом на луку и столи (сл. 7–9, Т. I, 2). Овој варијанти припада и луксузан златан примерак, налажен у Прохорово–Аква, Ромулјани, Њеница, Анаис и Олијана (кат. 9, сл. 8, Т. I, 2).

Фибуле типа 34 А из Србије угламину потичу са локалитета у Другој Панонији и са дунавског лимеса Прве Мезије и Прибољане Дакије (Карта 1).

Три фибуле са Гамзиграда припадају типу 34 В (кат. 10–12): два примерка подваријанти 2, са стопом украшеним уписним кружчињима или урезима (кат. 10–11, сл. 9–10) и један подваријанта 3, са стопом украшеним уписним мотивом плети (кат. 12, сл. 11).

У Србији су фибуле типа 34 В заступљене у Другој Панонији и Првој Мезији (Singidunum, Viminacium, Horreum Margi), а у Дарданиси један примерак је нађен у Наци и једна сребрна фибула потиче са некрополе Засков код Урошевац (Карта 1).

На Гамзиграду је нађена једна фибула типа 34 С, подваријанта 3 малобројних „царских фибула“, са луком украшеним нисело техником геометријски и вегетабилним мотивима и портретним медаљонима и/или метопама, са правоугаоном стопом чији су рубови профилисани (ажурирани) низом плети (кат. 13, сл. 12–15, Т. I, 3).


Фибуле варијанте D су друге по заступљености између крстообразних фибула у Србији и чине готово четвртину свих налаза типа 34, односно 23,14%. Распрострањене су у свим римским провинцијама у нашој земљи, како на дунавском лимесу, тако и у унутрашњости.

Типолошком анализом варијанти фибула типа 34 из Ромулјаније уочавају се две групе ових налаза: 1. Фибуле варијанти А и В, које се могу опредећи у тетархијски период и време Флавијеве династије Константина I, генерално у крај III – прву половину IV века. 2. Фибуле варијанте С и Д 2, које се датују у време Валентинијске династије до Хадријанијске битке или до почетка владавине Теодосија I, генерално у последњу трећину IV века.

На основу стратиграфије културних слојева на Гамзиграду анализирани су услови налаза крстообразних фибула обе типолошке групе из Ромулјаније (Табела 1).

Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст. Од укупног броја крстообразних фибула (31), само четири примерака није имало сигуран археолошки контекст.
слеђих децении III до прве четвртине IV века: типови 34 A 1, 34 A 2, 34 B 2 и 34 B 3 (кат. 1, 4–5, 8–12).

Друга хронолошка група садржи фибуле типа 34 D 2 (кат. 14–31), датована у последњу трећину IV века, фибулу типа 34 C 3 из гроба с краја IV века (кат. 13) и два старија примерка типа 34 A 1, нађена у Кули 19 (кат. 2–3).

Логично је да се старији типови крстообразних фибула у одређеном проценту (на Гамзиграду 11,11%) javqaju и у мањим археолошким целима, јер се ради о предметима који су означавали статус у војсци или администрацији, те су их власници чуvalи и носили низ година (сл. 26).

Највећи број крстообразних фибула из Ромулјане припада другој хронолошкој групи, хоризонту наслеђа насталог у последњој трећини IV века после напуштања изградње царске палате, и подједнако су заступљене у целинама последње четвртине IV века и прве половине V века (Тabela 1).

Поређење налаза прве и друге хронолошке групе крстообразних фибула из Ромулјане доводи до закључка да је њихова функција еволуирала од стриктно утврђених ознака чина у војсци и администрацији до одликовања за индивидуалне заслуге у царској служби, доједињених различитим поводовима.

Најстарији примерци припадају раној варијанти 34 A, која се развила из зglobних T – фибула на прелазу III у IV век, у време Прве тетархије (293–305.) Златан примерак из гробнице (кат. 9) и фибуле са Магуре (кат. 3–4) указују на официјелан карактер типа 34 A. У археолошким целима ма настали у време изградње царске палате почетком IV века, нађене су три бронзane фибуле типа 34 B (кат. 10–12), карактеристичне за период владавине Константина I и његове династије. Примерци са Гамзиграда лакше у њихових производа могла почети већ током прве деценије IV века, у време Друге тетархије и грађанских ратова између Константина и Максенија.

Луксузна фибула типа 34 C из гроба 6/06, израђена у царској радионици у последњој трећини IV века и зарована посебном пригодом, без сумње представља одликовање, а од тренутка донације означава висок статус њеног власника (ornamentum dignitatis). Мушкарац сахранет уз темељ јужног бедема Ромулјане, са војним ортачем (paludamentum) прикривљеним овом фибулом на десном рамену, имао је висок чин у римској војсци, можда завојникстор одреда стационараног у утврђењу.

Археолошки контекст и широко датовање целина у којима су налазени примерци типа 34 D 2, као и разноврсност њиховог орнамента, не указују на јасно идиференциран официјелан карактер ових фибула. На основу класификације и анализе украса на не може се ништа закључити о њиховој функцији (Тabela 2). Претпоставља се да су их као ознаку чина или рода у римској војсци носили припадници одреда стационараног у утврђењу Ромулјане.

Радионице у којима су израђиване крстообразне фибуле из Ромулјане могу се идентификовати сходно њиховом официјелном карактеру. Луксузни примерци (кат. 9 и 13) израђени су у царским радионицама у Наису или Сирмијуму. Ране крстообразне фибуле, типа 34 A и 34 B, произведиле су официјелне радионице у Сирмијуму и Наису, а највећи израз у Опцију и у Сингидунуму, Вимицидунуму и Horreum Margi.

Крстообразне фибуле типа 34 D су израђиване у локалним радионицама, у оквиру одређене војске или администрације, за индивидуалне заслуге у војсци и администрации. О томе сведочи и квалитет израде и пренатрпани украс са великим бројем употребљених мотива и техника.

Смисао крстообразних фибула остаје исти од краја III до средине V века: они су ознаке ангажmana у царској служби. Особа која носи крстообразну фибулу делује под покровитељством и у служби Римске империје и самог цара, било да је припадник администрације, војске или »варвара« повезаних уговором са Царством.

У хоризонту живота VI века у Ромулјани недостају налази фибула типа 34. Може се претпоставити да је после Јустинијанове обнове дунавског лимеса и пограђених проширења у Доњем Поздунаву неки други тип преузела официјелну функцију и значење крстообразних фибула. Постоји идентички да су поједини типови, са рановизанским натписима и симболизма или портретима светица или царева, означавали статус у црквеној цијерархији или римској војсци. Овако украшени рановизантијске фибуле налазене у целинама VI до почетка VII века у Ромулјани.